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Berlin Pride

Pride weekend is always crazy. There&rsquo;s drinking, parties, more drinking, sex, drama, more sex, and always
unforgettable, unless you drink too much.
A review by Harley Shadow
Berlin Pride
Cast: Michael Frank, Felix Kraft, Kawan Silveira, Felix Wallace, Vhictor le Grand, Asimo Bouet, Darius the Fuck, Tom
Joy, William Wallace, Sven Falkenberg, Fabricio Maricello.
Directed by Tom Raptor for Berlinstar Film.

Ratings Guide

Two reasons to see this movie:
- A mix of gonzo "you are there" scenes and regular scenes.
- Outdoor, leather, public and kinky sex are featured

Berlin Pride looks like any other Pride, with its bumping bass music, floats, trucks with go-go boys dancing and crowds
filled with naked and half-naked men and women. At this Pride event we also see what else happens around Berlin in its
alleyways, homes, playrooms and out in public. The men are sexy, horny and ready to show their &ldquo;pride&rdquo; to
each other whether it is fisting, fucking or sucking them indoors, outdoors, in private or in public.
At times the order of sequence of the scenes and the compiling of footage at pride seems sloppy. The film opens with six
very long minutes of Pride footage and partying on Berlinstar&rsquo;s truck. It&rsquo;s not that exciting to see sexy halfnaked guys in small amounts of clothing making out atop a truck in a parade. It may sound cranky, but you can see that
at any other Pride event in the world, and I think the movie would&rsquo;ve been better with fewer of those six minutes.
Also, I was a little confused. Were any of the guys on Berlinstar&rsquo;s truck in the movie? Who are the guys in the sex
scenes? Luckily, some of the sex scenes distract from those questions.
As I mentioned, there&rsquo;s fisting and it&rsquo;s shown at Pride, as well as in a playroom where two hunky leather
men get it on. In the playroom, the sub does everything his dominant master tells him to. He sucks, he throws his legs
back to get fisted, get his ass played with, and to get fucked. The master isn&rsquo;t relentless, but instead focuses on
giving them both pleasure. I liked that change better than the usual dominant leather man drilling his sub deep both with
fists and cock.
The opening scene with two lean German twinks going down to a basement to fuck is just as hot as a scene later in the
film where two menacing men go to the same basement to fuck. While their buddies party upstairs, these guys know
where they can suck, rim and fuck like wild animals in private.
Overall, the sex scenes in Berlin Pride are well-shot, the guys come in a variety of looks and sizes, and they&rsquo;re
hot, uncut and hung. The sex is good for the most part with most of the models having pretty good connections with each
other. If the film&rsquo;s sequence of events had been more fluid and not all over the place, and if director Tom Raptor
had shown who his cast was so that potential fans could put a name with a face, Berlin Pride would be an event worth
going to over and over again.
The DVD has scene selection and trailers; 127 minutes.
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